
2007 PZ50W PHAZER, FXW PHAZER FX, GTW PHAZER GT,  MW 
PHAZER MOUNTAIN LITE, VTW VENTURE LITE 
FACTORY MODIFICATION CAMPAIGN – Steering Idler Arm Nut 
Yamaha Technical Bulletin S2007-006R 
 
Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. posts this notice as a service to Yamaha customers and 
potential Yamaha customers. Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. has determined a defect 
relating to motor vehicle safety exists in all 2007 Phazer, Phazer FX, Phazer GT, Phazer 
Mountain Lite, and Venture Lite model snowmobiles. 
 
Affected Models 
All 2007 PZ50W, Phazer 
All 2007 PZ50FXW, Phazer FX 
All 2007 PZ50GTW, Phazer GT 
All 2007 PZ50MW, Phazer Mountain Lite 
All 2007 PZ50VTW, Venture Lite 
 
The reason for this recall: In affected snowmobiles, the clevis type pins used to prevent the 
steering idler arm nuts from falling off could dislodge. Without these clevis pins in place, the 
idler arm nuts could fall off if they become loose. If both nuts fall off, steering components could 
come apart, resulting in loss of steering control and a vehicle crash possibly resulting in injury or 
death. 
 
What Yamaha and your dealer will do: To correct this possible defect, Yamaha is initiating a 
Factory Modification Campaign in cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission. Affected snowmobiles must have the steering idler arm bolts, nuts, and collars 
replaced, the bolts tightened to a new torque specification, and the clevis type pins replaced with 
cotter pins. There will be no charge to you for this procedure. 
 
What you should do now: Snowmobiles that are affected should not be operated until they are 
modified. 
If you are not the first owner of the snowmobile, and are unsure if this important modification 
has been done, contact any authorized Yamaha Snowmobile Dealer to check. Any authorized 
Yamaha Snowmobile Dealer can perform this service. For the name and location of a dealer near 
you, call 1-800-88-YAMAHA or visit the Dealer Locator section of this website. 


